
LS Cargo Terminal WAW

Terminal Charges

Price list valid since 1st of April 2020 (price in PLN net) 

1.

1.1

85,00

85,00

0,28

337,00

0,20

1.2

1.2.1

89,00

89,00

0,30

359,00

0,21

1.2.2

122,00

0,43

509,00

0,30

1.2.3

89,00

89,00

0,30

359,00

0,21

1.2.4 +100% stawek general cargo

1.2.5 Other special cargo same as pt. 1.1 

1.3

20,00

41,00

2.

2.1

+50% standard rates

+100% standard rates

1-100 kg

plus per kg over 100 kg

1001 kg and over

plus per kg over 1001 kg

Service has to be ordered before the scheduled time of arrival by sending an email to: exh-waw@lsas.aero 

Express handling - preparing shipment for release (3h after arrival) and priority release

The consignments are charged based on the gross weight declared by the shipper on AWB in the “Gross weight” box per AWB

Dangerous goods (within the meaning of IATA regulations)
1

1 – 100 kg

101 –1000 kg

plus per kg over 100 kg

1001 kg and over

plus per kg over 1001 kg

Live animals (AVI)

1-100 kg

101 - 1000 kg

plus per kg over 100 kg

1001 kg and over

plus per kg over 1000 kg

Express service

VAL Cargo

SVC
2
 Cargo (for carriers)

1-100 kg

over 100 kg

Handling - additional charges to the standard rates

Priority release - releasing shipment for pick up outside of standard handling order (EXH)

IMPORT

Special cargo

Temperature-controlled shipments (including HUM)

1-100 kg

101 - 1000 kg

plus per kg over 100 kg

1001 kg and over

plus per kg over 1000 kg

Handling

General cargo 

1



3.

3.1

first 3 days, excluding day of arrival

first 4 days, excluding day of arrival

3.2

24 hours after arrival (ATA)

first 4 hours after arrival (ATA)

first 6 hours after arrival (ATA)

3.3 minimum price per kg

85,00 0,49

122,00 0,97

122,00 0,97

183,00 0,97

406,00 0,97

406,00 1,46

4.

4.1

85,00

0,35 / kg

0,30 / kg

0,25 / kg

0,23 / kg

Price is negotiable

4.2

60,00

0,15 / kg

4.3

4.3.1

89,00

0,37 / kg

0,32 / kg

0,27 / kg

0,25 / kg

Price is negotiable

4.3.2

122,00

0,43

509,00

0,30

4.3.3

89,00

89,00

0,30

359,00

0,21

4.3.4 +100% standard rates

4.3.5 Other special cargo same as pt. 4.1 

4.4

70,00

0,18 / kg

Other special cargo not listed same as general cargo

Free storage period for shipments stored in the controlled temperature rooms, valuable cargo (VAL) and live animals (AVI):

Temperature-controlled shipments (including HUM)

Valuable cargo (VAL)

Live animals (AVI)

Day of arrival (ATA)
4
 till 17:59 LT

Day of arrival (ATA) after 18:00 LT

EKSPORT

Storage charges
5

Handling

The consignments are charged based on the gross weight declared by the shipper on AWB in the “Gross weight” box per AWB

Storage - Import

The consignments are charged based on the gross weight declared by the shipper on AWB in the “Gross weight” box per AWB
3

Free of charge period for genral cargo and cargo not listed in pt 3.2, excluding bank holidays

Genral cargo

Shipments (all types) stored in the controlled temperature rooms (including HUM)

Shipments (all types) stored in a valuable cargo room (VAL)

Dangerous goods (within the meaning of IATA regulations)
1

Live animals (AVI) and shipments, subject to veterinary inspection
4

Firearms and ammunition

General cargo

Warehouse handling rates including security control (issuing security status)

0-300 kg

301-1000 kg

1001 - 3000 kg

3001 - 5000 kg

5001 – 8000 kg 

> 8000 kg 

0-300 kg

301-1000 kg

1001 - 3000 kg

3001 - 5000 kg

5001 – 8000 kg

> 8000 kg 

General cargo with the security status issued 

0-300 kg

> 301 kg

Special cargo

Warehouse handling rates including security control (issuing security status)

Temperature-controlled shipments (including HUM)

Dangerous goods (within the meaning of IATA regulations)
1

1 – 100 kg

101 – 1000 kg

plus za każdy kg powyżej 100 kg

1001 kg i więcej

plus za każdy kg powyżej 1000 kg

Live animals (AVI)

1-100 kg

plus za każdy kg powyżej 100 kg

1001 kg i więcej

plus za każdy kg powyżej 1001 kg

VAL Cargo

Special cargo with the security status issued 

0-300 kg

> 301 kg
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5.

5.1

50,00

50,00

50,00

5.2

150,00

50,00

5.3

122,00

61,00

5.4

+ 50% standard rates

5.5

15,00

10,00

5.6 170,00

6.

6.1

General cargo

Special cargo

6.2 minimum price per kg

85,00 0,49

122,00 0,97

122,00 0,97

183,00 0,97

406,00 0,97

406,00 1,46

7.

7.1

0,20

40,00

80,00

7.2

81,00

0,20

7.3

80,00

7.4

30,00

20,00

7.5 minimum price per kg

15,00 0,05

15,00 0,05

7.6

304,00

7.7

200,00

first 3 days excluding the day of acceptance

first day excluding the day of acceptance

Shipment weight and dimensions check

Weighing or reweighing of shipment

Measuring of shipment

Escort of valuable shipments 

Valuable shipments (VAL) to/from the aircraft per escort, per AWB

Animal care - Animal hotel 

Domestic animals: dogs and cats per animal, per day

Deconsolidation service

minimum for HAWB

for each kg, each HAWB

Packing service on Euro type pallet

Packing materials

EURO type pellet

foil/packaging materials per one EURO type pallet 

euro type pallet/foil/packing materials/loading

Loading/unloading

per kg

minimum (with the use of a pallet jack)

minimum (with the use of forklift)

Pozostałe przesyłki typu special cargo opłaty jak dla przesyłek general cargo

Handling - additional charges to standard rates

Storage - Export

Other services

Warehouse services

Processing shipments without

FWB

FHL

Acceptance of shipments - (check-list)

Acceptance of live animals (AVI check list)

Acceptance of temperature-controlled shipments 

Acceptance of human remains (HUM)
6

General Cargo

Dangerous goods (within the meaning of IATA regulations)
1

Shipments (all types) stored in a valuable cargo room (VAL)

The consignments are charged based on the gross weight declared by the shipper on AWB in the “Gross weight” box per AWB

Free of charge period, excluding bank holidays 

Storage charges
5 

Shipments (all types) stored in the controlled temperature rooms (including HUM)

Live animals (AVI) and shipments, subject to veterinary inspection
4

Firearms and ammunition

Acceptance of dangerous goods (check-list)

with DGD

without DGD

Dangerous goods (additional charge)

the first UN/ID entry in the Shipper's Declaration/AWB

Issuing DGOR - reporting to authorities (dangerous goods accidents or incidents)
7

each additional UN/ID entry of the same shipment 

Express service 

Acceptance of shipments less than 180 min. - but no less than 90 min. before departure (STD): - the service for 

shimpemnts not exceeding 200 kg, 100 cm hight, 100 cm wide. The shipment must be confirmed by carrier's 

booking. 
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7.8

0,20

61,00

7.9

0,30

10,00

2 000,00

7.10

150,00

250,00

7.11

85,00

7.12

0,44

85,00

8.

8.1

0,49

220,00

8.2

450,00

8.3

25,00

150,00

150,00

8.4

20,00

20,00

50,00

costs to be recharged plus a surcharge 25% 

8.5

500,00

9.

9.1

9.2

9.3

60,00

80,00

85,00

5 
Storage fee charges always per 24 hrs

Handling fee for special services on request (e.g. truck transport, cran, customs)

Rw-forwarding of shipments by air (re-routing by WAW, excluding frieght charges)
10
 

Destruction of shipments

handling fee

plus re-invoiced cost of utilization and transport based on type of shipment 

Customs services

Performing ICS (for single shipment)  

per kg

handling fee

Performing WDS (for single shipment) 

Performing T1 (for single shipment) 

Storage under power/supervising/other services on request per unit, per 24 hours

Warehouse handling rates for carriers (no SGHA agreement) 
9

per kg, per AWB

minimum

per kg

minimum

maximum

Build up ULD

building small e.g. PNA 

building big e.g. PMC

Cool container service 

per kg, per AWB

minimum

Cargo and mail security control (export/import)

Transfer shipment to/from veterinary inspection  

Heavy load shipments, charters and other non-standard on-request services not included in the price list 

Prices to be negotiated. Request for the service should be sent to the e-mail: mod-cargo@lsas.aero 

Loading/unloading shipments exceeding 4000 kg have to be requested in advance. 

3 
In case of split shipment storage fee is charged seperately for each part of AWB

1 
This also applies for shipments within the meaning of IATA Regulations not requiring Shiipper's Declaration

11
 Applies for reforwarding shipments form WAW 

Administrations fees 

Copy of "proof of delivery" (POD)

Change of AWB after acceptance, per AWB

On-request services

Change of Customs status, per AWB

Handling fee 

10
 Applies for carriers which not signed SGHA agreement with LSAS 

4 
ATA - actual time of arrival 

6 
 Storage fee is not charged for the time of veterinary control 

7
 Charged if the carrier requiers check-list 

8
 Charged in case of hidden/undeclared dangerous goods or irregularities in documents

9
 Charged in case of on-request/transfer/ad-hoc service 

2 
SVC shipment means materials for current handling service eg. office supplies, advertising materials. To obtain recognition of a shipment as SVC is the 

need to mark the SVC code and the code of the airline on the AWB.

Other on-request services not listed (use of manpower) - per ech 30 mins

Use of manpower 

Use of manpower and equipment (e.g. forklift, trolley)

Additional assistance/supervision by LSAS staff

Fee for the storage of cargo left at the premises of LS Cargo Terminal complex without supervision or possibility of determining the 

owner/shipper 

Handling "All-in"

Costs are calculated based on scope of the service. Request for the service should be sent to the e-mail: mod-cargo@lsas.aero   

Administrations fees and customs services 

4


